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Although identity theory, out of symbolic interactionism, has been suggested to be
the most useful framework for understanding the changing roles of fathers, little
systernatic research has been done to apply this framework to fathering roles, and
especially the specific roles of provider and nurturer. In this study, seven fathers, four in
economically traditional families and three in economically non-traditional families, were
interviewed using a structured interview schedule. This interview focused on the saliency
of the roles of provider and nurturer fior fathers and the strain in fulfilling aspects of both
as predicted by identity theory. The content analysis revealed how fathers are experiencing
role conflict and how this conflict varies for economically traditional and nontraditional
fathers. Implications for social workers as they strive to understand and serve fathers and
their families are discussed. As this study is exploratory, future research could extend an
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The social scienees havg of late, taken a greater interest in the roles of fathers in
families and for providing effective interventions for them (Goodnough & Lee, 1996).
Entire issues of scholarlyjournals have been devoted to the subject (Journal of Family
fssues, December 1993) and President Clinton made fathers a topic of public policy in
1995 with his directive to ereate the Fatherhood Initiative (Department of Health and
Human Services, 1998). Concern regarding fathers involvement is found in social, legal,
and moral debates about fathers' "procreative responsibility", both flnancially and through
the daily care of children (Cutright, 1986).
This is an unprecedented period for fathers for several reasoris. Historically, social
changes have both pushed and pulled fathers, in ever increasing numbers, into roles they
have not previously performed (Rotundo, 1985, 1993). Fathers today, in contrast to their
fathers before them, are more likely to have added the nurturing of their children to the
traditional role of providing for the family. Despite what appears to be sweeping changes,
gender role socialization continues to exert a strong influence on a man's identity as a
father (Jordon, 1990; Pasick, 1990) . Also, the dissatisfaction with, or lack of, a father role
model for some men today has had the effect of both providing flexibility in choosing a
new father role and also leaving them without a elear path for resol-ring the competing
demands of fatherhood (Rotundo, 1985). To this is added sometimes contradictory
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messages from spouses, workplaces, and culture about how a father should perform his
role.
With these external and internal, sometimes conflicting, expectations of the father
role, it is important to ask how a man answers the question, 'IMho am I as a father?".
Cohen (1987), for examplg found in his qualitative study of 30 men's transitions to
fatherhood that they not only develop an expectancy of themselves to be more nurturing
during this time, but also develop a greater commitment to work. This is evident of the
strongly held societal expectations of fathers to perform both roles. Frequently these
expectations are not experienced as being compatible by fathers. For this reason, LaRossa
(1988), in his review of the changing social and cultural concern regarding fatherhood,
found that many fathers today experience ambivalence over their performance as fathers.
In regards to the dominant images of fatherhood they are "being reminded on a regular
basis that they are failing as fathers" (LaRossa, 1988, p.a55).
Significance
The need fbr practitioners to understand the conflict created by trying to meet the
competing demands offatherhood is emphasized by Goodnough and Lee (1996). They
suggest that counseling issues that revolve around, or are influenced by, u man's fathering
role must take into account where he falls on the continuum between traditional roles and
full-scale involvement. Such a consideration will help practitionsrs form coherent and
useful working conceptualizations of a client issue.
There is a need for practitioners to understand the nature of the conflict created for
fathers as they try to meet the competing demands of fatherhood. It is important to note
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that the transition to fatherhood often coincides with a life phase when men are most
involved in career advancement, traditionally an important part of a man's identity
(Goodnough and Lee, 1996). A recent subject of research has been fathers attempting to
enact an involved role and experiencing the conflict between parental responsibilities and
career development, a conflict previously identified only with contemporary mothers
(Higgrs, Duxbury, & Lee, 1994). Goodnough and Lee (1996) suggest that the role of
practitioners could be the creation of an effective environment in which fathers can
struggle with the internal conflict caused by competing demands. In this environment,
fathers can be supported by practitioners as they negotiate relatively uncharted courses.
Further, with the changing roles of mothers? economic needs for dual earners in a
family, and a child-focused society there, is much more conflict in recent years in
marriages and families regarding the legitimacy of the division of child car€ (LaRossa,
1988). It has been noted that a significantly greater percentage of the presenting issues and
conflicts that bring couples in for counseling are related to differing notions of traditional
and nontraditional gender roles, especially around parenting (LaRossa, 1988). For this
reason an understanding of the procssses that influence a father's enactment of his role
becomes relevant to the practitioner working with these couples.
In the last 20 years social work has also developed a concerx with fathers
performing the provider role. This concern may be linked to the well-documented research
that finds that a large proportion of non-residential fathers have little or no contact and
diminished financial involvement with their minor children, and further, this involvement
decreases as the child ages (Seltzer, l99l). This concern for the physical provision of
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fathers has been forwarded by research that has not strongly supported, or has had mixed
findings, for the necessity of fathers in the emotional and social development of children
(see Marsigio, 1993, for a review of this literature), but provides fairly unequivocal
support of the importance of a non-residential father's financial contribution to a child's
standard of living (Weitzman, 1985). This is especially true for lower-income, single
female-headed households (Garfinkel & Mclanahan, 1996).
In response to these concerns, Marsigio (1993) states that an interest in the
nurturing involvement and the physical provision (i.e., child-support) both residential and
nonresidential fathers will lead to research that considers the associations between a
father's orientation toward work, their partner, their own father, and masculine roles. This
may allow for an identification of factors that tend to curtail or strengthen both of these
aspects of fbthering. Further, research that examines thelinkages between cultural images,
role identity, and parental condust can inform social policy and programs aimed at
promoting "responsible parenting" (Marsigio, I 993 ).
C onceptu al.izing F atherho o d
Although there has been a considerable amount of research recently on specific
father conduct, relatively little has been done to advance the conceptualization of the
social psychological aspect of being a father (Marsiglio, l99l). Cohen (1987) credits a
feminist critique of families for challenging traditional assumptions that have made
functional a division of labor where men are chiefly responsible for providing and, further,
does not allow for a consideration of what men actually think about their absence from
their families. These traditional assumptions have created a lack of research on men in
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general as they relate to their families. It has been suggested that there needs to be
qualitative studies of the socioeconomic aspects of fatherhood experiences, especially in
regard to the negotiated processes of fatherhood roles in the context of an identity salience
hierarchy (Marsigio, 1993).
In his review of the current available research and scholarship on fatherhood,
Marsigio (1993) makes several suggestions for expansion. He states that research should
examine the process by which fathers internalize or reject particular fatherhood images and
develop their perception of father status and accompanying roles. This research should
emphasize the conceptualization and measurement of father role identity salience and
commitment. New research needs to be sensitive to 'the importance of viewing a father's
commitment to various identities and their paternal involvement as being both socially
patterned and individualistic in nature" (Marsigio, 1993, p.a95). The types of questions
that researchers concerned with eontemporary fatherhood need to be asking should tie the
internal and external aspect of the experience together. Identity theory provides a social
psychological framework useful to this goal and can be used to suggest several ressarch
questions based on role saliency, role strain, and role negotiation.
Research Ouestions
Question #l: Are fathers experiencing strain in regard to fulfilling the nurturing
and providing aspects of a father role?
Question #2.If so, how do fathers resolve this role strain?
Question #3. Do fathers in economically traditional families experience greater or
lesser role strain than fathers in economically nontraditional families?
5
Summary
Given the significance of the providing and nurturing aspects of fatherhood to
social work and the need to understand these in a social psychological framework, the
current research will explore the saliency and negotiation of father identities and roles.
Chaptertwo will reviewthe history of fathers in America. This chapter reviews the
literature that suggests that there ttre competing intrapersonal, interpersonal, and cultural
influences on the providing and nurturing of fathers. Chapter three will review the
framework of identity theory and apply it to the problem of father identity. Chapter four
will present the methodology for the current study. Chapter five will address the results of
the study, and these results will be further discussed in chapter six. Chapter six concludes
with a implications for social work and suggests areas for future research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview
The literature on the history of fatherhood is relatively sparse, and what has been
written is largely based on the feminist writings which appeared within the last 20 years
(Rotundo, 1985, 1995). The existing literature on the history of fatherhood, however,
suggests that there has been radical shifts in the way father roles have been conceptualized
throughout history (Demos, 1982). Lamb (1981) suggests that over the last two centuries
the "dominant motif' of fatherhood has shifted from "moral teachef'to "breadwinnef'to
"sex-role model" to 'hew nurturant father" (pp 4-6). A similar pattern is noted in the
more complete overview ofthe history of fathers found in the work of Rotundo (1985)
who notes some variations throughout history but traces the overall trajectory of the
"styles" of American fatherhood through two major periods: (l) "patriarchal fatherhood"
from 1620 to 1800; and (2) "modern fatherhood" from 1800 to the present. He notes that
since about 1970 a new style of fatherhood is becoming more cofirmon that he names
"androgynous fatherhood" (p. 7).
Marsigio ( I 993) emphasizes that a historical analysis of fathers will reveal the
socially constructed nature of fatherhood and its images. These images can be seen to vary
according to sociohisitorical context, culture, and social background. For example, the
cultural meanings of fatherhood are shaped by social factors, such as increased labor force
participation by women. The overall meaning of the father role and the resulting behavior
a father may demonstrate are influenced by these images of fatherhood. The conduct of
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fathers can then reciprocally influense the relative flexibility of a social institution's (for
example, a workplace) ability to change (Marsigio, 1993).
In this section, the history of fatherhood is reviewed. This history provides an
overview of the changing roles of fathers through American history. Historical analysis
indicates both a strong cultural trend toward seeing fathers as providers and also a
competing trend towards seeing fathers as nurturers of their children. These trends are
created by and strengthened by other factors. The emphasis placed on the nurturing of
father is reinforced through the public discourse on "good dads" vs. "bad dads" and child
development research. It is also reinforced by the intrapsychic desire some fathers
experience to compensate for the fathering they may have received. The emphasis placed
on the providing of fathers is reinforced through the continued influence of 200 years of
modern fatherhood, gender role socialization, and structural forces that support
economically traditional families.
History of Fathers
Patriarchal F atherho o d
Patriarchal fatherhood is a style of fathering which was brought into this country
from Europe and was prominent until about 1800. During this time, nearly all colonial
families lived on subsistence farming. The fathsr was considered to be the chief of
production within the family which, in turn, was the basic economic unit in society. A
father's unquestioned ruling of his fhmily came from the ownership and control of all
family property (Rotundo, 1985). Even in aspects of the domestic sphere his spouse was
to defer to him. With this power came responsibility for the futher. For example, he was
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responsible for providing all of the family's physical necessities. Also, he was to be the
moral head of the family and assume responsibility for the spiritual growth of his children.
Although a mother were entirely responsible for the feeding and care of children, a father
was to tutor his children in moral values until the child was about three years old. The
moral overseer role was usually translated as family disciplinarian and so fathers tended to
express approval and disapproval in place of affection or anger (Demos, 1982). Also, the
colonial helief that too much affection would lead to parental indulgence and ruin a shild's
character limited a father's expression of affection toward his children (Rotundo, 1985).
This was especially true in a fathers relationship to his sons whose accomplishments and
failing were seen to reflect directly on his publie reputation. Norton, in 1980, states that
these father-son relationships were described as "distant, didactic, and condescending" (as
quoted in Rotundo, 1993).
The foundations of patriarchal fatherhood were eroding after about 1750. Ideas
about families and social conditions were beginning to change. Rotundo (1985) links these
changes to the growing population in the east that made it less likely that a father could
promise the farm to his $ons. With this, the father was losing the base of his power and
authority. A new form of fathering was arriving from England in the 1760s and 1770s that
placed less emphasis on being a strong authority over children. At the strme time, a new
view of womanhood was emerging that viewed women as inherently more moral, spiritual,
and tender than men (Rotundo, 1985). For this reason, mothers wsre beginning to be seen
as better suited to be the moral teachers of children.
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Mo_dqrn_ Ealherhood
The emergence of the modern style of fathering was intimately connected to the
changing farm methods and social structure of the country and the resultant development
of a middle class after 1800. This style of fathering has remained dominant in American
society ever since (Rotundo, 1985). Weitzman (1975) states that in traditional (modern)
fatherhood an implied common law contract regarding marriage exists which states: "(1)
the husband is head of the family, and, as such; (2) he is responsible for its support, (3) the
spouse is responsible for domestic services and; (a) she is responsible for childcare"(p. 83)
After 1800, a oommercial life was arising in the cities that was removing paid
employment from the home. Fathers as clerks, lawyers, and businessmen now left the
house everyday to go to offices and businesses. The function of the family as an economic
unit, conrmon in the patriarchal period, dropped away and within the family the father
became an economic specialist. More than ever before, as economic specialist 'the father
was seen to be the provider for the family" (Rotundo, 1985). A father's status had shifted
from ascribed to achieved, and his worthiness as a father and husband were tied to his
succe$s in the marketplace. With this, a father's role in the family was changing and he
more frequently taught practical lessons about survival in the work world and the ethics of
work, property, and money rather than moral lessons. Lessons about the world of work
were directed especially at sons who were assumed to someday become economic
specialists for their own families.
During this period, mothers and children were spending the day alone together.
The new notion of womanhood gained acceptance and by the early lgth century mothers
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were taking on the specialization ofthe nurturing and socialization of children. The father
was increasingly outside the emotional life of his family. Modern fathers, much more than
patriarchal fathers whose work and home were inseparable, were away from the house too
often to participate in the everyday development of intimacy with their children. Silverstein
(1996) also argues that the advent of mandated public education at this time further
weakened the role of fathers as the moral guides of children as those functions became
part ofthe public domain. The key element of patriarchal fatherhood, that of the father as
moral overseer, had become the father as role model. Overall, the core of the family had
shifted from the "moral center" of the father to the'hurturing center" of the mother
(Rotundo, 1985).
Tanfer and Mott (1997) cite evidence for the shift in fathers' relationships to their
children through historical changes in custody practices. Up until the middle of the
nineteenth century, custody after marital dissolutioft wa$ typically awarded to fathers. By
the end of the century, however, custody was increasingly granted to mothers. By early in
the twentieth century custody had completely shifted from fathers to mothers. Though the
'tender years" doctrine, a child's best interest was seen to be served by granting custody
to mothers almost exclusively. By 1957 thefirst edition ofDr. Benjamin Spock's book on
the development of children was published but only devoted nine pages to fathers (as
quoted in Fein, 1978). Further, in the academic corlmunity, Bowlby (1957) had
introduced his maternal deprivation hypothesis which was to become the basis for
attachment theory (as quoted inFein, 1978). This theoretical model, which continues to
fiugsburg Sot?ego l"ibranf
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dominate the thinking of the psychological community, views the mother-child dyad as
being central to child development.
As the middle class grew and spread in America, so did the modern style of
fathering. The rise of industrialism, emergence of bureaucracy, and arrival of urban ideas
in rural areas spread modern fathering. The growth of suburbs which moved homes further
away from factories and other workplaces, and the demands of national corporations
which took fathers on business trips served to take fathers further out of families.
Importantly, Rotundo (1985) points out that there were contradictory trends that
developed as part ofthe internal dynamic of modern fatherhood. On the one hand, the
demanding provider role made it possible for fathers to withdraw from their families for
economic reasons. There was a trend toward physical and psychological absence as fathers
turned over all responsibility for children to their spouse. On the other hand, the modern
style of fatherhood, unlike patriarchal fatherhood, did not call for lofty restraint and
formality from children. Fewer duties were prescribed for fathers allowing them to choose
their o\r/n degree of involvement with their children. A small minority of fathers, even by
1900, were beginning to develop new kinds of relationship with their children. There was
warmth, play, and intimacy in these relationships. Overall, without the moral constraints of
patriarchal fatherhood, men were both free to participate more fully, and were also freed
to flee commitment and family responsibility altogether
Although the role of father as provider was strengthened in the economic boom
that followed WWII, the dual trend toward both father absence and father involvement
also grew in strength. Although some fathers were putting in long weeks of work, a small
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minority of fathers were taking part in the feeding and caring of their children. They were
engaged in new roles such as teaching home repair, yardwork, ffid the coaching of their
children. In general, however, the majority of fathers were still steering a middle course
between father presence and father involvement into the lg60's (Rotundo, 1993).
Contemporary Fatherhood
The current era of father history Rotundo (1985) has termed androgynous
fathering or contemporary fathering. This contemporary fathering arose through several
important societal changes. The slackening economy sent many mothers into the work
force, undermining a father's claim on being the sole breadwinner. This also created a
need for him to care for children while his spouss worked. Also, a dramatic increase in
divorce rates after 1965 and the alarming trend for fathers to abandon their family created
a public outcry against thetrend of father absence (Rotundo, 1985) The women's
movement and the reshaping of sex roles after 1970 called for a new set of ideals of
manhood and womanhood that would minimize the ascribed differences between the
sexes. The movement created and forwarded the consideration that men and women,
fathers and mothers, were essentially equivalent in terms of rationality, nurturance, and
assertiveness. Mothers should no longer be limited to child rearing and housework and
fathers should not solely take their identity from a career or other worldly pursuits
(Rotundo, 1993). There is now evidence for increased societal expectations that fathers
should assume a more active role in raising their children (LaRossa, 1988; Marsiglio
1995). Indeed, it is increasingly evident that there is a current social expectation for a
'hew, nurturant father" (LaRossa, 1988) that should be more involved with his children.
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Rotundo (1985) develops the new image offathers that began to arise during this period
expecting they be more active participants in the details of daily childcare and being
expressive and intimate with their children. Despite changes in expectations, he also points
out, as this form of fatherhood is so new, modern fatherhood still prevails in Ameriea. He
predicts that there will be a continuing struggle between father absence and father
involvement as the outcome of this transitional period is still being worked out. The nature
of contemporary fatherhood is far from being determined (Rotundo, 1985).
Fathers as Nurturers
Wornen?s Roles
It has been hypothesized that the culture of fatherhood "changed primarily in
response to the shifts in the conduct of motherhood" (LaRossa, 1988, p.a52). Specifically,
this has been linked to the declines in birth rates and the increasing percentage of mothers
in the work force. In tracing the origins of these changes, Bumpass (1990) states that is
most appropriate to recognize that women's employment was a process with deep
historical roots tied to the move toward individual opportunities which were previously
only available to men. At the beginning of the century there was a revolt among college
educated women against societal values that greatly restricted their life options. Some of
these women forged ahead to create distinguished career$ for themselves (Bernard, l98l).
This was not without a great deal of social stigma placed on being a "career woman".
Helson (1972) points out that it was not until 1966, with the Ginzburg study of Columbia
University uromen that any research favorable to career women was published (Ferree,
1987). Despite the continuous change process for women in general throughout the
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csntury this frequently did not apply to mothers. Davis (1984) points out that women with
small children were the last to join this movement because of strong cultural values against
such employment. Although eventually there was a lessening of social stigma for working
mothers, this was only reserrred if careers were made subordinate to motherhood.
The historical'tipping point" (Bernard, I98l) for the labor force participation of
mothers with school age children occurred in1972, as it was the first year that 50% of
mothers with school age ehildren worked outside the home. It has been argued that when
a pattern of behavior becomes modal, it also becomes normative; ths noffn of mothers
remaining in the home ceased to reflect reality and challenged the societal values that
upheld this norm (Bernard, 1981). For examplg in1970,75% ofU.S. women said that
they felt a mother's working outside the home was harmful to preschool children (Mason
& Bumpass, 1975). However, in 1990, only 33Ya agreed that a mothers working was
harmful, and another 33% were uncertain (Bumpass, 1990). LaRossa (1988) considers
that the changing conduct of motherhood has had a "cross-fertilizing" (p.452) effect on
the conduct of fatherhood. Dutchin-Eglash (I988) found that male household efforts have
been responsive to the level of women's employment; the actual hours of husband
household contribution, including the care and feeding of young children, increase by 30%
when a spouse is working full-time (as quoted in Bumpass, 1990).
Bernard (1981) points out that in the past, fathers were'tn effect, granted a
dispensation against family life participation; providing was considered enough of a
contribution" (p 6) As more mothers shared the providing role, society was less likely to
grant this dispensation. Male parenting could not be viewed simply as self-development
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(as it had been for some time) or an optional family form at the discretion of the father
(Bernard, 1981). The bad news is that husbands still only perform about l/3 of the
household tasks ( and only li5 of traditional "female" tasks) even when their spouse is
working full-time (Bumpass, 1990).
"Good Dad".v$.-_'Ba
On June 16, 1995 President Clinton requested that every agency of the federal
govefiIment review its programs and policies for the purpose of strengthening the role of
fathers in families. [Jnder the direction of Secretary Donna Shalala the Department of
Health and Human Services created the Fatherhood Initiative to address the role of fathers
in families. Its activities have centered on investigating fathers' contributions to the well-
being of their children, strengthening the connection to non-residential parents, supporting
father parenting education, and the promotion of frther involvement through governrnent
programs. The Federal Interagency Forum on Child and Family statistics, founded in 1994
and formally established in April 1997, has done a great deal in carrying forward President
Clinton's request. Paft of this support was the publication of the report titled Nurturing
Fatherhood: Improving Data and Research on Male Fertility, Family Formation and
Fatherhood, published June, 1998 (Department of Health and Human Services, 1998).
This report was directed t+ the policy, information collection, and research communities as
a sufirmary of a year ofthe presentations and recommendations ofthe Conference on
Fathering and Male Fertility: Improving Data and Research. These conferences were
sponsored by the Federal Interagency Forum, the National Institute of Child Health and
l6
Human Development (MCFD), and the MCHD Family and Child Well-being Research
Network.
This initiative required atremendous effort oftime and energy of more than a
hundred researchers, policy analysts, and public officials. This is evidence that fatherhood
has become a national concern; a concern which is reflected in the need to improve
information available about fathers. As explanation for this, Furstenburg (1988) echoes
Rotundo's (1985) conclusion that this concern revolves around the two competing
cultural images of fathers today. Furstenberg (1988) suggests that our culture has been
fighting with competing images of a "good dad" vs. "bad dad" dichotomy. The competing
and coexisting images of fathers are ofthe involved nurturing father versus the uninvolved
"deadbeat dad". Furstenburg (1988) concludes that the "good" father imageis one of
nurturing, being emotionally-attuned, and caring. The "bad" father image is one of denying
paternity, shirking responsibility, and being absent physically and emotionally. The "bad
dad" is an extreme form of father absence (Rotundo, 1985). This negative view of fathers
has been part of out cultural landscape throughout this century but has become more
prominent in recent years with increased expectations of fathers (LaRossa, Gordon,
Wilson, Bairan, & Jaret 1991). Negative images of fathers may have become more
prominent in recent years because of media exposure and increases in divorce and out-of-
wedlock births (Ahlberg & DeVit a, 1992)
The opposing images shape public discourse and legislation directed at fathers and
their obligations. It is argued that our views of fathers and their own internal images will
be partially shaped bythis debate. Tiedje and Darling-Fisher (1996) point out that these
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cultural images of fathers include cultural noffns, values, and beliefs which are held by
many people and become the basis for scholarly and political discussions; these *'images
include both stereotypes and ideal images of what a father should think, feel and do"
(p.471). In addition, Marsiglio (1993) hypothesizes that fathers will internalize the "good
dad" vs. "bad dad" dichotomy through a social comparison process. This may extend to
mothers and children as well as they compare the actual fathering they experience in their
family with ideal or stereotypical images. The ideal image of the new nurturing father may
ereate a evaluation of the actual father as not meeting the expectations of the mother,
children, or the father himself.
The intensified public debates over the well-being of children have also influenced
the images of fathers. The concern surrounding infant attachment, once exclusively
connected to mother-infant relations, is starting to encompass fathers as well. The subject
of paternal-infant attachment has taken on importance as it has been linked to effects on
infants, fathers, and the family as a whole. The importance of studying fathers and their
particular level and type of interaction has been a consideration ofthe effect on children's
emotional, psychological, and financial well-being (Marsiglio, 1993). Self-esteern,
cognitive functiodrg, social competence, perception of body image, and adolescent and
adult adjustment have all been linked to father involvement (see Lamb, 1981, for a review
of the literature).
Although some Iiterature questions the necessity of fathers in child development
and children's well-being (Marsiglio, 1993, reviews this literature), the widely held
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perception that a father makes a signiflcant impact on the development of his children
itself has an impact. Research has suggested that the positive impact of father presence is
more closely related to benefit of multiple parents than a specific gender role. For
example, Fursterberg and Harris (1993) studied children l8-21 years old born primarily to
Black teenage mothers in a longitudinal Baltimore study. They found that children more
attached to the biological father (or father flg"re) were significantly less likely to suffer
negative outcomes (e.9., imprisonment, depression, unemployment). AIso, Crocket,
Eggebeen, and Hawkins (1993) used data from the 1986 Child Supplement oftheNational
Longitudinal Survey of Labor Market Experience and found a positive relationship
between father pre$ence in the first 3 year$ of a child's life and cognitive and behavioral
outcomes at 4-6 years old for these children.
Corupensation for Father Role Models
It has been theorized that the socialization of boys requires that they identiff with
their frequently emotionally absent, and sometimes physically absent father (Osherman,
1986). One of the major reasons given for the slow change of actual father behavior has
been the lack of adequate father role models for male children. The father is "often a
shadowy figure at best, difficult to understand", and is not available to, "provide a
confident, rich model of manhood" (Osherrnan, 1986, p 6) The generational differences
between fathers today and their own father or male role model is sometimes great, given
the changes in cultural expectations of fathers today as compared to those of a generation
ago. Levant (1992) points out that men today are trying to meet new cultural expectations
of a nurturing father with a set of preparations which are rooted in the 1950s. Jordon
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(1990), in her qualitative study of 30 fathers'transition to fatherhood, found many father
who reported a lack of good models on which to hase involved fatherhood. These fathers,
who are attempting to become involved today when they themselves did not have such a
model, are engaging in the process of "role making" as distinguished from "role-taking"
(Jordon, 1990). The difference is between blazing trails and assuming more elearly defined
roles.
Rotundo (1985) predicted two trajectories for children (particularly sons) as they
respond to non-involved fathers. In response to this painful experience they may opt for
more intimately involved fatherhood then they received themselves or they may replicate
father absence. On one hand, Goodnough and Lee (1996) review literature that suggests
that men who had absent fathers will have a tendency to become less involved themselves
so that the emotional relationship these fathers have with their own children will directly
correspond to the emotional relationship they had with their own father. On the other
hand, Daly (1993), through grounded theory interviews, examined how young fathers
socially construct and define their own fatherhood identity in response to early role models
and found an alternate trajectory. He found three major themes in men's construction of
their father identity. (1) they had great difficulty in identifytns specific men they tried to
emulate, and if they did mention their own father it was in the negative ssnse of how they
would want things different for their own children; (2) they did not mention specific
sources for their own father identity but rather a wide range of sources, and in particular,
they emphasized their mothers and current spouse; and (3) there is a desire of these fathers
to provide a neIM role model for their own children. This is similar to the finding by Daly
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(1993) who found that fathers choose to participate in a compensatory fashion and are
seeking out ways to be'lrnlike" their own father. FinaIIy, Jordan (1990) found that the
new fathers in her study perceivqd their own fathers as distant and disengaged from their
families as the breadwinner. This became a powerful force for these fathers as they chose
to enact fatherhood differently.
Gendel Role Socialization
Although it has been zuggested that fathers today are reshaping fbtherhood for
themselves, Levant (1992) points out that they still must deal with the affects of gender
role socialization. Rotundo (1985) would also point out that, despite social changes,
modern fatherhood still represents the dominant form of fatherhood today. As a testament
to the strength of the modern style of fatherhood, it is interesting to note that when
Rotundo (1985) first traced the history of American fatherhood he ended with a
consideration of the actual staying power of the newly arising androgynous fathering
Although there is a general perception of the blurring of the gender lines in America today,
in truth, the parental role expectations are still very much along traditional lines (Jordan,
1990)- Gender role socialization still emphasizes that the traditional male noffns should be:
avoiding femininity, restrictive emotionality, seeking achievement and status, aggression,
homophobia, and nonrelational attitudes towards sexuality (Levant, lgg?).
Men are still socialized to be the good provider and Pasick ( l gg0) points out that
men, as a gender, have been raised to work. Parsons, in 1940, stated that the providing
aspect of male gender role socialization is fundamental (as quoted in Demos, l9B2):
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It is of fundamental significance to the sex role structure of the adult age
levels that the normal man has a Job' which is fundamental to his social
status. It is perhaps not too much to say that only in exceptional cases can
an adult malebe genuinely self respecting and enjoy a respscted status in
the eyes of others if he does not 'earn a living' (p.607).
Although this was written 60 years ago, these attitudes and expectations have not
waned but instead are still very much a part of the cultural fabric from which a new father
must fashion his identity. The continuing strength of gender role socialization is such that
it creates difficulties for fathers who wish to become more nurturing. Fathers today seem
to be caught between different ideas of what it means to be a good father. Levant (1992)
points out that men are attempting to fulfill the mandates of 'othe code of masculinity''
(p 381) at the same time they are being critieized for this.
Traditional views of housework and childcare see them as "women's work" and
therefore to be avoided by men. Subtle yet powerful pressures from peers, family, and
community appear to constrain men from developing deeper levels of involvement with
their children (Cohen, 1987). It is emphasized that gender role socialization is such a part
of society that obstacles to changing roles can come from family of origin, coworkers,
friends, and partners (Jordon, 1990). Men, as suggested by the requirement of modern
fatherhood, are to go make their mark in the world and so achieve status. This is not
compatible with the quiet, unglamorous acts of caring for children that take place on a
daily basis. Stressing a men's place as head ofthe family sncourages men to think of child
care as women's work. Eventually, gender role socialization leaves men without the
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emotional skills necessary to be deeply involved with their children. It creates fathers too
ingrained with the values of ambition and achievement to devote much time to daily child
care (Rotundo, 1985).
Further, there is a reciprocal shaping of male and female role socialization. It is
not always easy for women to adjust to a highly nurturant and sensitive partner and both
men and women can have difficulty in giving up identities associated with traditional
patterns (Russell & Radojevic, 1992). For women, this may include difficulty in the
sharing of power and responsibility within the domestic realm. Even in relationships that
initially identify themselves as desiring to be equal in sharing providing and nurturing find
that the birth of a child can transform them into a traditional family. This can be attributed
to the dominance ofthe cultural view of proper family structure and the depth of the each
partner's gender role socialization (Silverstein, 1996). For example, LaRossa (1988)
points out that although many couples start their relationship with an intellectual
commitment to gender equality, the power relations shift after the birth of a child. This
may be linked to the inequalities of the workplace that influence the decision that a man
should go back to work after the birth as this $eems to make economic as well as
biological sense to the couple. By the time a second child has been born the husband has
been promoted and the spouse has been out of the labor force for a considerable time. The
couple becomes dependent on the higher wages of the husbands job which increasing
demands more of his time as he is promoted. He retreats from the family while the spouse
assumes the largest part of housework and childcare. LaRossa (1988) has called this
pattern our society's'trnconscious gender ideology" (p,540).
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WorkplUc_q
Feminist scholarship emphasizes the need to understand and define families in
wider systems of economic and political power (Ferree, 1987). There is also a need to
examine structural forces and their impact on the fatherhood role. Specific to the
workplace, these structural forces can be unemployment, a lack of paternity leave, and a
lack of workplace support (Pleck, 1985). The consideration that external forces go into
the shaping of a man's construction of fatherhood suggests a greater need to address
broad public policy to make successful fathering possible (Hanson & Bozett, 1987).
Russel and Radojevic (1992) found that, besides the concentration on achievement in paid
work for men, there are also barriers present in current policies to men's involvement in
families.
Men attempting to irnplement involved fatherhood often find themselves at odds
with the systems in which they live (Goodnough & Lee, 1996). Workplaces and hospitals
wsre directly mentioned as being resistant to the changing roles of fatherhood by the
fathers in Jordon's (1990) study. Cohen's (1987) study of fathers' opportunities and their
desire for participation found that for most of the fathers the former fell short of the latter.
These men were often disturbed by demands made ofthem bytheirjobs and the intrusion
into their family lives. Cohen (1987) hypothesizes that the demands of the occupational
system and structural dominance of work are being met at the expense of the family.
However, he also notes that it must be remembered that, although roles are not a simple
reflection of a father's choices, they are not passive victims of structural arrangements. To
some degree, opportunities are themselves products of choices.
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The father as breadwinner model has existed in this country for the last 200 years
and is still dominant today (Pleck, 1987). LaRossa (1988) points out that the level of
ashievement expected of men in America today is still higher then the level expected of
women, and that this is part of the "socio-historical reality that must be entered into any
equation which attempts to explain why fathers are not more involved" {p.457). Although
it might be argued that it has waned to some degree, it still represents a dominant belief
among most fathers (Wilkie, 1993). The father is seen as the primary providerwhose
wage$ make family consumption and security possible. However, this creates structural
barriers to a father's involvement with his children as it Iegitimates inflexible and highly
demanding work schedules that create an increase in the conflict between work and family.
The workplace itself seems to be designed primarily for men with supportive spouses at
home to take care of housework and childcare, thus perpetuating the myth that family life
must accofirmodate to men's commitment to employment (Silverstein, 1996).It has been
suggested that the behavior of fathers cannot be looked at simply without a consideration
of the limiting opportunity structure$ of work in society that act "as if'the family did not
exist (Cohen, 1987, p.72).
Summary
In summary, it has been hypothesized that there are a number of societal level
processes that are creating a trend toward seeing fathers as nufturers including the
women's movement, child development research, and public debates on the "good father".
Fathers may have an internal expectation to be a new nurturant dad. It is also hypothesized
that, despite these changes, the gender role socialization of fathers will still emphasize
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providing. Current research on fathers suggests that nurturing and providing are the two
most common images of fatherhood today. Little systematis research, however, has been
done on fathers to determine the actual extent and nature of the effect of these societal
changes in their daily lives. Further, if fathers do experience high expectations (from
themselves and others) to perform both of these roles, there is very little research on how
they negotiate these when they conflict. Research on fathers is a relatively recent
phenomenon and, in fact, there has not been enough research that has forwarded a
conceptualization of the creation and change of father roles. This exploratory research is
designed to develop an initial understanding of how fathers may experience expectations
of their father role. It is also designed explore the processes that fathers employ in their
daily lives as they make decisions regarding their family and children. The theoretical base
of symbolic interactionism, and specifically identity theory, is investigated as a framework
that furthers this understanding.
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CHAPTER 3: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Ovqrview
Margaret Mead has stated that whereas mothers have a natural role, the fathering
role must be created (as quoted in Garbanino, 1993). Whether we would agree with her
interpretation of the mother's role, the constructed and negotiated nature of the father's
role has been well accepted. A sosial construction of masculinity, and by extension
fatherhood, has been forwarded by men's studies scholars (Kimmel, 1987; Doherty 1991)
and by feminists (Dinnerstein, 1977). These scholars suggest that notions of "masculinity"
and "femininity" are socially constructed and subject to change (Kimmel, 1987). Further,
biological support for a social construction of gender and gender roles can be found in
Silverstein (1993) who summarized primate research on fathering by stating that
'bbserved differences in parenting behaviors for males and females are thus more
accurately conceptualized as cultural constructs, rather than biological imperativesl
(p. I 7) Lamb ( 198 I ) states that neither mothers nor fathers are "natural parents but must
both learn 'on the job"'fu la2). In this way, it hasbeen suggested that the study of
fatherhood follow the construction of gender (Ferree, 1987). Fathering, like gender, can
be seen as relationally constructed. It is created and sustained through daily interactions
with family, self and society. A conceptual focus on the construction of fatherhood will
specifically allow for a consideration of how all the participants, including fathers,
mothers, family, and culture can "create" a father. Social psychology offers a'basic theory
of action, that is, an account of how people actually form their conduct in everyday life
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that can be related to the society and culture their conduct both sustains and modifies"
(Hewitt, 1991, p. 8). It provides a framework for how individual behavior is influenced
and shaped by culture and how the individual themselves sustains or changes the larger
social realities.
Symbolic Interaction
George Herbert Mead, &s a pragmatic philosopher, can largely be credited for the
creation of symbolic interactionism through his theory of mind. Symbolic interactionism is
an approach to social psychology that emphasizes that the account for the relationship
between individual conduct and culture is explained primarily through shared language.
Acts of speech have the property of being able to arouse in the person using them nearly
the same response that they produce in others to whom they are directed and are what
Mead would call "significant symbols" (as quoted in Hewitt, 1991, p. l2). This has special
relevance to the ecological, person-in-environment view as emphasized by Germain (1991)
with transactional relationships in which "both entities are changed with consequences for
both" (p. l6). Hewitt (1991) states that the major tenets of symbolic interactionism are:
(l) the patterns and regularities of social life cannot be understood outside of the social
processes in which the are created; (2) human behavior is not motivated by specific drives
but by meanings which are an attempt to make practical sense of the world; (3) conduct is
meaningful because it is fundamentally purposeful; (a) meanings, both individual and
shared, are variable and emergent as interaction takes place; (5) conduct is formed in real
time as people form plans and purposss, take themselves into account, and interact with
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one another; (6) society and culture shape and constrain conduct, but they are also
products ofconduct.
Identity Theory
Identity theory is a recent formulation of some of the specifics of symbolic
interactionism and concerns itself with the phenomenon of individuals holding many
different identities. It attempts to explain how individuals shape their conduct and which
behaviors, associated with a certain identity, they perform. Identity theory holds that the
individual "self is made up of self-perceptions resulting from interactions and negotiations
with other social actors with whom an individual has role relationships. Stryker and Serpe
(1982) state that identity is a "reflexively applied cognition in answer to the question'Who
am I ?"' (p.206). Specific to this study, identity theory proposes to answer the question
'hrho arn I as a father?". Further, this identity is formed directly or indirectly through
interactions with other social actors. The theoretical approach is consistent with a dynamic
image of fathers' commitments to role identities (Ihinger-Tallman, Pasley, & Buehler,
1993). These identities can change in response to changing social and economic
opportunities and interpersonal pressurss. Recently, identity theory has been offered as the
most useful approach for understanding fatherhood and its resulting behaviors by Ihinger-
Tallman, Pasley, and Buehler (1993)for divorced fathers and Marsiglio (1991) foryoung,
nonresidential fathers. It has promise for understanding the experiences of fathers in many
contexts. Identity theory has several key concepts to explain role enactment. The rnost
important of these are role saliency, role commitment, and role process. Understanding a
father's conflict with particular behaviors associated with father identity could be
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understood within the general assumptions of identity theory as formulated by Ihinger-
Tallman, Pasley, and Buehler (1993):
t. Most behavior is associated with the perfoilnance of some role or roles.
2. Roles are shared expectations or meanings attached to behavior.
3. The meaning of roles is understood through interaction.
4. Identity is the meaning that a person attributes to the self as an object in
a social situation (status) or social role.
5. Shared meanings are the essence of social identity.
6. Besause an individual has many statuses and roles, ttft individual has
many identities.
7 . Thereforg identity is self-meafting relative to various statuses held and
roles performed and is developed, maintained, and changed through
experience, interaction, and negotiation with others (p. 559)
Role Saliency
Role saliency is based on the idea that the identities that are named by the question
'1ryho am I?" are arranged in a hierarchy. Salience is a concept which maintains that
fathers' selfperceptions, although suhject to change, will, over time, be organized in a
ordered fashion so that some status (e.g., son, worker, father) and father roles (e.9.,
provider, nurturer, diseiplinarian) will be more important than others (Ihinger-Tallman,
Pasley, & Buehler 1993). This greater saliency will result in the father being more apt to
engage in the specific father related behaviors and emphasis of a specific father role when
constraints on time and energy create a choice situation (Marsiglio, 1993). This viewpoint
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is a specification of the sociological conceptualization of personality as being a structure
reflecting roles people play (Stryker & Serpe, 1982). Identities which are more salient will
have roles associated with them which are valued above those of another identity.
Importantly, Ihinger-Tallman, Pasley and Buehler (1993) point out that concept of
salience not only applie* to the ranking of identities but also to the roles found within an
identity. In other words, a man may not only have a grsater saliency for a father identity
over, for example, being a brother, but also 'father as provider' may be more salient than
'father as nurturer' which, in turn, is more salient than 'father as disciplinarian'. Further,
saliency hierarchy is situation specific so that certain identities or roles may take
precedence in only a particular context. An examination of different situations will allow
for a consideration of the relative stability of certain identities or roles. Identities which
have a greater saliency in a majority of contexts may be more representative of the
sociological conceptualization of a personality strueture (Stryker & Serpe, 1982).
Identity theory states that behavior provides the indication of identity saliency. In
any particular context, the probability that behavior associated with this identity being
demonstrated is directly related the place in the saliency hierarchy that identity occupies.
By extension, the saliency of roles within a particular identity may be indicated by how a
man enacts the roles that make up the identity (Ihinger-Tallman, Pasley, &. Beuhler 1993).
In this w&y, specific behavior, as a part of the father identity, could be seen to be indicative
of the saliency of 'father as provider' in relation to 'father as nurturer'. When there is
relative stability in this saliency in different social contexts it could be argued that this is
part of the father's personality structure.
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Role Commitmerlt
Commitment is another key concept in identity theory and has been used to
capture two important dimensions. Individuals make commitments to themselves through
an adherence to a particular identity. A commitment to self is demonstrated by Burke and
Reitzes (1991 ), who hold that when a father perceives that the responses of other to his
enactment of parental roles is not aligned with his own perception of himself in those
roles, the strength of his response is indicative of his commitment. Individuals also make
commitments to others through consistent lines of behavior (Ihinger-Tallman, Pasley, &
Beuhler 1993). A fathers sense of commitment can be seen as the extent that maintaining a
particular role relationship will require that he be a particular kind of father (e.g., nurturer,
provider), the strength of their commitment to maintain the role relationship that requires
the behavior, and the number of relationships that the father has based on the identity
(Stryker, 1980). Similarly, commitment to others has been defined as the number of and
extent to which, particular social actors expect behavior consistent with a role and the
importance ofthe relationship to the social actor (Stryker & Serpe, 1982). Jordon (1990)
has coined the term "reeognition provider" to indicate 'key members of an interactive
context whose attitudes, actions, and interactions promote or impede" (p 14) a father's
identity development. The power of recognition providers may limit the involved identity
that a father can ultimately create. Evidence of the notion of commitment is also found in
LaRossa (1988). In his study of new fathers he found that when a father was found to
being doing less childcare than he said he would do, his spouse would call him to
"account" for his behavior. The term "account" is taken from Scott and Lyman (1968) as
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demands of social actors whose behaviors are thought to be out of line (as quoted in
LaRossa, 1988, p. a53).
Process
Another key concept in understanding identity formation is the importance of life
process. Becker, in 1960, stated that identities can be further maintained or relinquished
through a process of negotiation with other social actors (as quoted in Hewitt, 1991). The
emphasis on identity negotiation fits well into social work's ecological perspective
(Germain, 1991). It allows for a consideration of significant others (and social actors such
as a workplace) in the formation, maintenance? and changrng of identity. Experiencing life
events such as divorce, remarriage, job changes, shifting of significant others, and the
development of children can affect the father identity over time. Stryker and Serpe (1982)
emphasize that life-course processes account for both stability and change in the self.
Identity is therefore dynamic and is changing over time, social context, and with different
soeial actors. For example, in her study of 56 new and expectant fathers, Jordon (1990)
found that the essenco of the experience of becoming a father was a laboring for relevance
by the fathers both intrapersonally and interpersonally. The father works at incorporating
the paternal role into his self-identrty as a salient and integrated component and also
strives to be seen by others as relevant to childrearing. Although these processes are
intrapersonal in nature, they are also occurring in the larger social context of the father's
interpersonal relationships. Current behavioq the responses of significant others, and an
internal consideration of the behavior will have consequences that influence future
behavior.
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Application of Identity Theory
Symbolic interactionism and identity theory both offer a conceptualization of the
process through which fathers construct their fatherhood. They point to the internal
images and expectations that a father has of himself and the expectations that significant
social actors have of him. The theoretical framework emphasizes that all these fatherhood
images are part of the larger social context that the social actors interact within. At the
same time it allows for an understanding of how new images of fatherhood can become
part of a sulture through the changing astions of fathers and mothers. Identity theory
specifically informs the research of the types of issues that may arise when a father has
high saliency for a number roles. These roles may suggest conflicting behavior in the same
situation. The literature suggests that fathers today may be experiencing this particular
situation. In this transitional period between modern and contemporary fatherhood they
may have high saliency for 'father as nurturer' and 'father as provider'. Identity theory
predicts role conflict for fathers as they face choice situations regarding which behavior to
perform. It also predicts that fathers will engage in a particular process in resolving this
conflict. This process is based on the number and strength of commitments toward the
nurturing or providing role and will be situation specific as the primary social actors will
vary by situation. This will require an examination of the commitmerts to the nurturing or
providing roles by the father and his perception of the expectations of the significant social
actors in his life. Of interest will be how fathers balance conflicting commitments and




This section presents the research design and methodologr. Sampling procedures,
data collection, measurement issues, and data analysis are also discussed. The section
concludes with the measures used to ensure the protection of human subjects.
The research used qualitative interviewing methods as described by Patton (1987).
The focus of these interviewing methods is to provide a'thick" description and
comprehensive perspective of the phenomenon under study. Qualitative interviewing
techniques are especially relevant for observations that are not easily reducible to numbers
(Rubin & Babbie, 1997). Further, in-depth inten iewing is more likely to detect nuances of
attitude and behavior. Lofland and Lofland (1995)haveindicated that these methods are
appropriate for the'thinking topic" (p. 101) of roles and the behaviors associated with a
social status (as quoted in Rubin & Babbie, 1997). The study of men and masculinity from
a qualitative standpoint has been suggested by researchers in the developing field of men's
studies {Kimmel, I 987).
Research Questions
This study considered the fallowing research questions and developed an
interviewing guide as a framework for further probes to understand the role identity of
fathers:
Question #1: Are fathers experiencing strain in regard to fulfilling the nurturing
and providing aspects of a father role?
?q
Question #2.If so, how do fathers resolve this rcle strain?
Question #3: Do fathers in economically traditional families experience greater or
lesser role strain than fathers in economically nontraditional families"?
The study is designed to develop a deeper understanding of the roles associated
with heing a father and the experience of role conflict for fathers. Based on the gaps in the
literature, the study is attempting to develop an initial understanding of the most salient
father roles, the process of negotiating multiple roles, and the afFect that family structure
has on this process. Speciflcally there was a desire to understand two roles often
associated with being a 'good father'. (l) the 'father as provider'; and (2) the 'father as
nurturer'. The research questions seek to rate the saliency of the two roles for the fathers
based on the identity theory notion of a hierarchy of roles. It also aims to investigate the
intrapersonal and interpersonal conflict in father identity vis-ir-vis these two aspects of
their identity as a father. The study is designed to identify the process whereby fathers
resolve these sonflicts, especially in regard to the adequacy of the identity theory concept
of commitment.
The research questions were derreloped as a way of hypothesis testing. Hypothesis
testing in qualitative research is justified in the rvork of Glgun and Sussan (1997). The
first research question is based on the hypothesis that fathers will experience role strain as
a result of high salience of both providing and nurturing. This role strain has already been
demonstrated in working mothers who also have high dual role saliency (Davis, 1984).
The second research question is designed to test the hypothesis that fathers will resolve
role strain by mediating the saliency of either role, and further, this mediation will be based
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on cornmitments, as suggested by identity theory (Burke & Reitzes, 1991) The third
research question is based on the hypothesis that fathers in economically nontraditional
families will experience greater commitment to nurturing . As the fathers importance as a
provider decreases in the family he will, more often, be called to "account" for being rnore
involved (LaRossa, 1 988).
Conceptual and Operational Definitions of Key Concepts
Role sslience: The relative ranking of roles and identities associated with fatherhood for a
particular father. The strensh or frequency that a particular role or the behaviors
associated with the role are mentioned in a particular response.
Role commitment. The expectation of the father himself or any other social actors
expectation of the father to perfonn a certain role associated with his being a father,
mentioned either explicitly or implicitly in a particular response.
Role process: Responses that mention how a father chooses to negotiate multiple
expectations, either by modifyrng his own behaviors or by influencing the expectations he
has of himself or those that are held by others of him as a father.
Providing: "To provide what is needed for sustenance or support; given in the interest of
preparing wit foresight" (Webster's Third International Dictionary of the English
Language, 1986, p. 1827). Responses which indicate behavior or expectations ofbehavior
regarding the physical provisions such as food, housing, security for the family, or future
provision.
Nurhring: "To care for; the process of bringing up; to give moral training to; to further
the development of' (Webster's Third International Dictionary of the English Language,
JI
1986, p. 1552). Responses which indicate behavior or expectations for behavior that
include less tangible provisions such as caring for children, feeding, bathing, playing with a
child, and role modeling.
Economically traditional and non*traditional. Based on the dernographics questionnaire a
father who indicates he provides "all" or "most" of the 'total family income" are coded as
economically traditional. Those that indicate they provide "about equal", "some", or
'hone" of the total family income are coded as economically nontraditional. The question
is deliberately subjective regarding a father's perception of responsibility for prorriding.
Research Desisn
This study employed a qualitative study design using in-depth interviews. The
research design was arranged around the use of an interviewing guide (Patton, 1990). This
allows for a framework through which "people can respond comfortably, accurately, afld
honestly to the open-ended questions" (Patton, 1987). The goal is an ability to enter the
other person's perspective through their description of their experience in their own
words. An interviewing guide serves as a simple checklist for the interviewer to be sure
that all the relevant topics are correred and that similar information is obtained from each
individual. The interview can be altered to allow for a conversational style as the sequence
of questions and exact wording is flexible. The strength of this design is that it makes the
best use of limited time and is a relatively inexpensive method of research. AIso, the
interview is more systematic and comprehensir.e because of delimiting the issues to be
covered, and, at the same time it is a conversational style that allows for individual
perspective to emerge (Patton, 1987). The weaknesses of the design is that some salient
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topics may be inadvertently omitted from the interviewing guide. Too flexible of
sequencing and wording may make it difficult to compare responses when the respondents
offler substantially different responses (Patton, 1987).
Study Population
Decisions related to the characteristies of the sample were based on a desire to
understand the phenomenon of role strain and role negotiation for fathers. The aim was an
ability to begin an exploration of this process for fathers in general. Sampling decisions
were made with this overall goal in mind.
The study population consists of fathers ages 20 to 50 whose had at least one child
who was between two and ten years old. These ages were chosen based on the finding by
(Lamb, l98l) that there is an initiat'*honeymoon" period immediately following a child's
birth when a father may perform more nurturing roles. After the first year, however, family
roles are more likely to stabilize for the remainder of the childhood. Similarly, LaRossa
(1988) has suggested that there is a'traditionalization process" in most families. He traced
changes in couples o\rer the first years of a child's life and found that fathers did
significantly less childcare over time to a point that rernained more typical of father
involvement for the rest of childhood. The ages of two to four have also been identified as
a crucial developmental period for children's attachment to a nurturing father (Lamb,
1981) and, thus, this period takes on special significance to the policy concsrns of social
work. Fathers with children less than ten were of interest as it may be the case that older
children will be increasingly independent. After children become more independent there
may be less role strain in the family and less expectation of the father to be nurturing-
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Also, men in intact marriages were of interest as they will be more likely to be performing
dual roles than nonresidential fathers.
Studies have indicated the importance of culture in the construction of father
identity. Sociat class had also been considered important based on the history of fathers
(Rotundo, 1985, 1993). Social changes regarding gender roles and father identities occur
first in response to the "push" from the change in women's and mothers' roles found
initially in the middle class (Rotundo, 1985). Role flexibility and the consequential role
conflict are considered to be initially found in middle class fathers (Lamb, 1981). Despite
this, time limitations and a desire to increase reliability of data necessitated a restricted
sample. In addition, the exploratory study is primarily concerned with the process of the
development of father identity and the adequacy of identity theory in explaining this
process. Variations in this process for fathers in traditional and non-traditional families is
part of this focus.
$ample
Seven fathers, four from traditional families and three from non-traditional, were
solicited from the general population as a nonprobability convenience sample. This is
consistent with the aim of selecting a smaller sample with which to conduct extensive in-
depth interviews allowing for rich detail. Rubin and Babbie ( 1997) indicated that
controlled sampling techniques in qualitative research are generally less appropriate that
nonprobability sampling. Participants were recruited through bulletin board notices at two
universities and two grocery stores. A telephone call verified eligibility for the study (age
of father, marital status, and age of children) and arranged a convenient time for an
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interview. Within the context of the eonvenience sample a screening was done to ensure
an equal number of esonomically traditional and nontraditional fathers. In this way the
sample has some features of a quota sample to increase representativeness of each type of
father, although no attempt was made to assign weights to the categories (Rubin &
Babbie, 199?). The intenriews were conducted inthe participant's homes. A room was
chosen in the house where the interview was the least likely to be overheard or internrpted
by other family members.
Procedure
Measu{emglrt__Is$uQs
Measures to contral for systematic error, or lack of validity were included in the
research design. Although it has heen argued that the depth and detail of qualitative
interviews makes validity less of a concern, this study did consider a number of controls.
Unbiased language was used as it has been suggested that this is especially important when
measuring perceptions and experiences rather than actual behavior (Rubin & Babbie,
1997). Social desirability was minimized by the careful writing of the bulletin board notice,
the verbal script, the consent letter, and the interviewing guide to reduce the likelihood
that respondents will seek to please the researcher. Validity can become a concern as it
must be assumed that responses given will reflect the questions being posed by the
researcher, and further, the questions in the interview guide must actually answer the
research questions.
An additional problematic feature of qualitative research includes a need to control
for researcher bias. In spite of efforts to remain neutral, questions, probes, tone, and pace
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may be shaped by the researchers own theories, preferences, and prejudices. This stud5,
employed an interviewing guide which Rubin and Babbie (1997) haveindicated may
reduce interviewer bias and inconsistencies from one intervieur to the next- This interview
guide also allowed for interviewee flexibility to counter the danger that too structured of
an interview or too many pre-determined probes would only create responses that would
verify the researcher's expectations. Pattsn (1990) points out that total objectivity in any
research, horvever, is doubtful. He indicated that validity in qualitative research can be
increased by specific research decisions, and the reporting of both methods and results in
proper context. The research rvill allow for a presentation of a perspective rather than
absolute truth. The goal is to create "suggestive rather than definitive" coficlusions (Rubin
& Babbie, 1997, p. 372).
Measures were also taken to control random error, or lack of reliability, in the
study. In the pre-testing of the questionnaire participants assessed fatigue and the clarity of
the questions in the inten iew. The feedback on fatigue suggested keeping the interview at
one hour or less. Interview questions were restated if the respondent indicated a lack of
clarity. Consistent with the qualitative aim of the study, a sample of the subjects
themselves was asked to verify the accuracy of observations. This is in response to
concerns about validity in qualitative research. This study employed having one traditional
and one nontraditional father review interpretations made by the researcher to increase
validity of the researchers interpretations. Although the depth and detail of understanding
allowed in qualitative research makes reliability less of a concern, it should be the case that
another researcher asking the same questions in the interviewing guide should get the
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similar answers and classifythem inthe same way (Rubin & Babbie, 199?). This is a
concern that arises especially in the data analysis stage of research when resea"rchers must
create categories and patterns from the data.
Data Collection
An in-depth interview conducted with each participant provided the information
relevant to the research questions. The study used the interviewing guide form of
qualitative research described by Patton ( 1990) The questions included in the interviewing
guide (Appendix D) were open-ended but designed to focus the interview through limiting
the number and types of the questions asked during the interview. These questions were
developed by the researcher as original to this study. They were designed to tap issues of
saliency of fathering roles and issues of committment toward other social actors and
themselves for behavior that reflects either nurturing or providing. Interviews were kept
flexible and slightly infbrmal as it has been suggested that male respondents lack general
opportunities for discourse and the potential impropriety of self disclosure (Cohen, 1987).
This also pror.ides for additional cross interview consistency by asking the same questions
in the same sequence to ensure complete and comparable data (Rubin & Babbie, 1997).
An outline of questions to be asked is included in the interviewing guide generally shapes
the interview but allows for a conversational and flexible approach in each particular
interview (Patton, 1990). The inten'iew was structured by an interviewing guide of 12
questions and probes that were original to this study.
The questionnaire was pre-tested. One traditional and one non-traditional father
consented to be interviewed to determine the ease of administration, clarity of questions,
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and the time frame required to complete the interview. After the initial contact with a
potential participant they were mailed a consent form. At the beginning of the interview
the consent form was reviewed to clarit, and answer questions about the research study or
interview process. A phone number and address of a local counseling office was offFered to
each participant. The consent form also includes permission to audio tape the interview.
The participants were interviewed alone, to eliminate bias that may emerge from
har.ing a spouse or children present. The participant was asked to answer a series of
questions regarding the saliency ofthe roles of provider and nurturer. Following these
initial questions, the participant was asked to respond on role conflict. The interview
schedule proceeded to probe different aspects of role saliency and role commitment for
each of the fathers allowing them to add to their experience of fatherhood until as
complete a picture as cafl be developed by the instrument emerges. The data in the
intervierv was considered to be saturated as respondents began to repeat themselves and
further questioning and probing did not yield substantially new material. Each interview
lasted between 35 and 50 minutes and averaged 43 minutes. The interviewwas audio-
taped for later analysis. This is consistent with the overall goal of qualitative research to
provide the richest possible understanding ofthe subject (Rubin & Babbie, 1997). At the
same time, note taking, as suggested by Patton (1990), was used to facilitate later analysis
of the audio-tapes.
Data Analysis
The data analysis was a process of attempting to bring order to the interviews by
organizing them into patterns and categories. The interviews were read through and a data
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index was created that reflected topics for each part of the interview. In this way the
complexjty of the interview data was simplified into some meaningful and manageable
themes that provided suggestions for the research questions (Patton, 1987). As suggested
by Rubin and Babbie (1997) one goal ofthe data analysis was the search for'lrniversals"
(p. 380) in the responses. These universal themes would apply to most ofthe fathers in the
study. At the same time similarities and differences between economically traditional and
nontraditional fathers was a concern. Content analysis becomes a means of transforming
the qualitative material ofthe inteniews to more manageable patterns and themes through
the coding and tabulating of different kinds of content. For this study the analysis focused
on the latent content, or underlyrng meanings, of the inter*riews (Rubin & Babbie, 1997).
Protection of Human Subjects
An application was made to the Augsburg College Institutional Review Board and
was approved (IRB # 99-09-3) based on provisions to provide for the protection of human
subjects. Consent to participate was outlined in the cover letter to potential participants
(Appendix A). This letter also informed participants ofthe purpose of the study and
measures taken to ensure their confidentiality In the consent form there was a reminder
that the interview could be stopped at any time by the interviewee. It also contained a
consent to audio tape the interview. In addition, the contents of the consent letter were
reviewed prior to beginning the interview. \Mritten materials, consent forms, and audio
tapes were locked up when not in use for an interview, viewing by the researcher, or being
transcribed. All audio tapes and records rvere destroyed after data analysis.
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So much personal detail is included in the in-depth inten iervs that the issue of
confidentiality becomes a special concern. Although a participant may be able to identify
themselves in a particular quote or example, others in their social world should not be able
to do so. For this reason, materials were treated confidentially and no participant is
identified in the study by name. Furtheq much of the reporting in the final report is
regarding general findings and thus protects confidentiality. Specific quotes are used
sparingly and to illustrate a general finding. All identifying features are removed.
In additiorl the researcher remained aware of the potentially sensitive nature of
asking questions about the intimate life of families. In a desire to understand the conflict
that fathers feel in their roles in families every attempt was made to minimize the
psychological strain this might cause. If the interviewer noted discomfort in the participant
suruounding a particular question, the interview could be moved to the next question. As
mentioned earlier, the interviewee could end the interview at any time. In light of this
concernl a counseling and referral agency was contacted to inform them of the nature and
dates of the study. Fathers were given the phone number and address of this agency in the




The finding section represents what Patton (1987) refers to as the analysis of the
patterns, categories, and themes of the interviews. In addition, Kronick's (1989)
suggestions for increasing the validrty of qualitative studies were employed: (l) that the
developing argument should be internally consistent; (2) the interpretation should take all
the evidence into account; (3) the interpretation should be the most compelling of all
available interpretations; and (a) the interpretation should make sense of the text and
extend an understanding of this material (as quoted in Rubin & Babbie, 1997). Similarly,
Patton (1990) points out that the analysis and interpretation of collected data on
qualitative research should be connected to the patterns that appear in a way which is
reliable and believable. The researcher should strive for a holistic understanding of the
totality of the situation.
Themes that developed in the content analysis that contribute to an understanding
of identification and conflict with their role are discussed. These include the'lrniversals"
(Rubin & Babbie, 1997) that were found for many of the fathers. Also, similarities and
differences between economically traditional and nontraditional fathers are also included.
Direct quotations reveal the respondents level of emotion, the way fathers have organized
their world, thoughts about what is happening, experiences, and basic perceptions (Rubin
& Babbie, 1997). These themes that developed in the content analysis are applied to the
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research questions in the discussion section. This application suggests some initial answers
and further directions for the research.
The themes that developed in the content analysis can be seen to tell a 'story' of
the fathers experience oftheir role. First of all, most of the fathers recognize and comment
on their recognition that there are new expectations of fathers emerging in society. This is
a more involved or nurturing style. To meet this need most fathers mentioned that they
har.e expanded what it means to be a provider beyond the traditional view. Despite this
expansion being a universal among the fathers, there were differences between traditional
and nontraditional fathers. Father's self-expectancies of their father roles varied.
Traditional fathers still emphasize their providing and nontraditional fathers emphasize
non-tangible aspects of fatherhood such as being a good role model.
Secondly, most fathers mentioned that they experience role conflict surrounding
providing and nurturing. Surprisingly, most stated that this conflict was not immediately
centered their workplaces or its expectations of them. Instead, traditional and
nontraditional fathers seem to have their own focus of conflict. Traditional fathers
experience conflict with their spouse as they seem to expect more involved or nurturing
behavior from them. Nontraditional fathers experience more internal conflict as they find
situations where they cannot meet self-expectations of involved fatherhood.
Lastly, most fathers tend to deal with their role conflict in a case-by-case basis.
They rveigh the importance of performing a providing or nurturing role in any given
situation based on the importance of their behavior for each social actor (including
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themselves). To this end, most fathers mentioned that they depend on flexible workplaces
and families to meet all of their fatherhood expectations.
Characteristics of the Sample
A sample of seven fathers both responded to the bulletin board notice and
completing the interview. This included two fathers who provide all, two that provide
most, and three that provide about half of the family income. The four fathers who provide
all or most of the family income are coded as living in a economically traditional family.
The other three were coded as nontraditional. All seven fathers in the sample were
Caucasian. The fathers ranged in age, three ofthe fathers were between 75 and 30, one
between 31 and 34, and fwo were between 4l and 44 years old. Theparticipants spouses
were of similar ages. They were an educated sample. Two listed some college, three listed
college education, and two listed that they had post-graduate education. Incomes were
more varied. Two sfthe families had incomes between 20,000 and 29,999, one between
30,000 and 39,999, two between 50,000 and 59,999, one between 60,000 and 69,999, and
one other family with an income between 70,000 and 79,999 dollars a year. Frequency
breakdowns fbr both traditional and nontraditional fathers and of the total sample are
found in Tables l, 2, 3, and 4.
Theme: Fathers recognize that there are new cultura_l_Qxpecllations of them as fathers
Most (5 of the 7) of the fathers indicated that there are expectations in the media
and in general culture of fathers today. Some indicate that these expectations have
changed over time and today there are images of the involved father in culture.
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't thiruk todryt with more and more single fathers out there that society ot l*rge is
really sort of changtng its view uncl thil people are reeilly sturting to look more at
fathers and expecting them to play G more sctive role. Becoming fitore involved-
should've happenedall along but it's been getting a lot more infocus now. Even
so, everybody's different though, you can get Ward Clem,er or you can get
diddty-squat. Like those that don't do anything at all otther than prottide house,
home andfood. But, I think thot the majority affathers out there expect to play a
larger role in their family than their fathers played. " (nontraditional father, #6)
"I think as a father these dsys, you look at how your dfrd was, and our generation
offatherswere more traditional, don't show sny emotion. Still there's that mixed
messilge sornetimes but I think that's rdre now. I hug and kiss my kid oll the time.
fu{y dad didn't do much of that. " (traditional father, #4)
"There dne expectations to be something like Ward Cles,er or Father Knows
Best. " (nontraditional father, #2)
"I think that the presiding viery would be thatfamilies should be very important
snd so you need to be putting time and energl into your family, especially f you
hcne children " (traditional father, #3)
Theme: Difference between traditional and nontraditional father's self-expectations
Despite the finding that most of the fathers recognize new cultural expectations of
fatherhood, there were still some differences in self-expectations between the traditional
and nontraditional fathers. For example, the first question in the guide asks what
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expectations the father has of himself in the fathering role. Traditional fathers (3 of the 4
traditional) typically answered rvith responses that mentioned more providing
expectations.
"I expect to prottide a good stsndsrd of ln'ingfor rnywife and children. I expect
to be a good role model and I expect to help in discipline. I need to provide for
the daily ilcpenses. I need to pravide them with food, clothing, house and so farth,
and to live in a place where they can get a decent education. In addition to that,
that's jast the normal every day stffi I need to pro,ttidefor thefufitFe, because I
know that they'll need helpwith college. " (traditional father, #7)
"Provide for myfamily. I still have some af those old stereotypical expectations
where I'm the provider; more traditional expectations." (traditional father,#4)
Nontraditional fathers (3 of the 3 nontraditional) had more expectations of
themselves that revolved around being a good role model to their children.
"To tesch them the right way and respect people. " (nontraditional father, #5)
"I expect hopefully I'll be a goodfather. As a role model I'm invoh,ed in a
lot of extrs-curricular actittities, like I coqch s lot of their basketball. I do try to
spend a lot of tirne with esch child. " (nontraditional father, #2)
"Good role rnodel, someone he would look up to and not be afraid to ssk
questions about anything. To provide securily, safety, and piece of mind for him
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and give him the necessities of boyhood. And slso to spend some quality time with
him; campirug, getting aw$y, spending ofie-ofl-one with him. " (nontraditional
father, #6)
In addition, although both the traditional and nontraditional fathers mentioned
aspects of their roles that involve nurturing in a later portion of the interview that asked
fathers to reflect on nurturing, the nontraditional fathers (2 of 3 nontraditional) typicalty
expanded on their responses.
"I would like to nurture my beliefs into my son snd into the things that I hold
dear. Really shaw him snd guide him in those beliefs snd hopefully he will
understand where I'm comirug from. But I also nurture the love between us and try
to express my lotefor him. His emotions sndmy emotions dre parallel."
(nontraditional father, #6)
"I feel like I spend a lot of time with my kids; I really enjoy it. I help with the
bathing and the homw,ork; leisure actittities and finding things for the kids to do,
that's really the fuffilling part of it. " (nontraditional father, #2)
Theme: FathFrs add nurturing by expan$ion of providing
An important theme that developed in the content analysis refers to how futhers
experience their role as a father. A pattern emerged for many (4 of the 7) of the traditional
and nontraditional fathers. They seem to have added the nurturing aspects of the father
role by expanding what it means to be a provider. This is indicated in their responses to
rn hat it means to them to be a provider.
1.'
"To provide a shelterfor them. That's the big thing. Providingfor thefamily and
teaching them the right direction. Also, to pravide mental well being and teach
about open commufiication. " (nontraditional father, #5)
"Definitely the financisl, the home and keeping a roaf over their heads. But I also
think emotional sapport which is the bsckbone more so thmr the rnoney part of
iL " (traditional father, #4)
"I think its obvious that you need to provide a place to live. Yoa need to provide
food and a living, things that are important to life. But I think the best thing I can
provide is relationship. I hape that when ffiy daughter is ten that she knows that
I'm interested in her and thst I'm not willing to compromise my relationship with
her--withwork, withfriends, with anything else. " (traditional father, #3)
Theme: Fathers recoenize the conflict in their role
Most (6 of the 7) fathers reflected on the conflict that is created for them as they
try to meet their own and significant others expectations . These expectations are to be
both a provider to his family and involved with his children in a more nurturing manner.
"lvly spouse's expectations, I think, are nol met becsuse during the evenings. The
majority of the time the typical days that I work are such odd hours thst she feels
st times like s single parent. AIso, I don't think it's ever really resohted. There is
also a confiict because shewants me to be the provider; shewishes she didn't
hsve /o work." (nontraditional father, #2)
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"I think we'Fe both buty and tired st times. I guess I get rnixed messdrges So you
feel like it's hard to do both. " (nontraditional father, #3)
"Work and trying to balsnce thatu,ithfarnily, definitely Ifeel like I'm in confiict
there. I sm trying to provide the necessary things yet I understsnd, st least I think
I hm,e a really good understanding, af how important my time with my utrfe and
daughter dre with more nurturing snd relstionship-like. I understand hou,
important that is andv,hen Ifeel like that's just getting the leftovers I reallyfeel
coffiicted about that" And I feel kind of helpless /o change that in a wffy. "
(traditional father, #3)
"Yes, yes, andyott get the guilt bothu,WS.Andit swings back andforth. I didn't
finish this project snd the boss was expecting it and you know I was at home
instead'but theflipside is that you don't coffie home andyoufinish the praject
butyott kruow, ),ou didn't see the kidsfor twonighfs. ,Sa, there's that constsnt
thirug, *nd you really try to bslance it. Whot I do sometimes is I will come home
and bring w*rk horne with me; and then get them into bed and work on it. But
then thst's, sometimes sdly, until two o'clock in the rnorning. Ard I don't lmow if
that's better because then I'm so tired the next night. " (traditional father, #1)
Theme: Fathers are experiencing less conflicting rriorkplace expectations
Interestingly the expected conflict with workplaces \rras not found for many (5 of
the 7) of the fathers. This may be due to the increased flexibility of many of these fathers
work situations and family friendly work policies.
"I feel sort of lucky with my work environment. I hm,e fi very, very flexible work
schedule. " (nontraditional father, #6)
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"We have afwnily-friendly lecne policy. We csn use sick leaye eyefi rf our kids
are sick or whstnot. Very fiexible. So the workplace hss sctu*lly created a really
good environmettt. " (nontraditional father, #5)
"Actually I work 40 hours ond if I need time off, say to go to a doctotr's
appointment, I cdn arrange it. There's a lot af people with children, everybody's
got a fantily. My &oss isn't working tnore than 40 hours a week. Every job I've
had hss been family sensitive. " (traditional father, #4)
"f 'm fuclry enough toworlc in a place that is a little flexible. " (traditional father,
#7)
Theme: Differences between traditional and nontradjtional father experiengg of conflict
Although most fathers reported conflict in the expectations of their father role, the
source of conflict varied. The source of this conflict seems to be different for the
traditional and nontraditional fathers. For example, the traditional fathers (3 of the 4
traditional) seem to experience more external conflict as the expectations of their spouses
of them as a father are not met.
"She expects me to spend time with my daughter, but time is one of the most
dfficult things I hoa,e to juggle right now. " (traditional father, #3)
"She wsnt more helping oat. Reoring our son together, which I totally dgree with,
you furov,? I don't reslize that I'm not doing as much- She reminds me, so I don't
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lmow { you could csll it negotiating. She lets me know whot I'rn suppose to do,
that's more like it " (traditional father, #4)
"ft's a clear rnessilge, be horne with the hids, they sre driving me crfizy today cnd
you've got to come home. " (traditional father, #l)
Nontraditional fathers (2 of the 3 nontraditional) seem to experience more internal
conflict as they do not meet expectations they have of thernselves as a father:
"Sometimes I csn't get inditidual time with the kids. I wouldwsnt to hm,e more
ofle-on-one tirne v.,ith the kids rsther thsn all at once. They want their attention
snd sometimes they get it negatively. " (nontraditional fa1hs1 #5\
"I suppose the only thing I would like to do thst I caru't is stay home with him sll
tlrry I u,ould certainly love to do that. " (nontraditional father, #6)
Theme:. Fathers deal rvith the conflict on a case-b_y-case basis
The fathers did not indicate that they have a particular method or rule for resolving
conflict in expectations of themselves as fathers. Instead, most (5 of the 7) stated that they
take each situation on a case-by-case basis and weigh which expectations take precedence:
"We iust don't know what's going to happen. We don't count on anything and just
take it situation by situation. Everything changes, lust try to keep the farnily
values down. " (nontraditional father, #5)
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"I figured out after all these years, when you get done you gel done. You need to
prioritize things. " (traditional father, #7)
"I try to tske into accounl whst the importance are If its his lost basketball
game-its really got to be something important at work to not go. Not that there
isn't things that corne up at work, but making iln excuse to my son I find much
harder tfutn rnakircg a ru excuse to my boss. But again, there are things that come
up that I ltm,e to say, you htow buddy, I really tried but something really
irnportant came up at worh ilnd I need to take care af that firsl " (traditional
father, #l)
Theme: Fathers depend-on flexible rvorkplaces and families to mediate the conflict
Most (6 of the 7) of the fathers seem to be steering a rniddle course hetween
meeting the most important expectations of the significant situations in their life at the
same time they are not disappointing any social actors. Frequently they rely on flexibility,
either from work or their families, to meet the expectations of other situations.
"If I'm out late of if f 'm trm,eling it's not a cup of teafor her, becantse she's
horne with our son all the time and doesn't get a break at night. But she's very
nccom#todating about it. She understsnds it's part of the joD. " (traditional father,
#4)
"I guess I hm,en't wsde too many sacrifices in that respect. There's atwrys stuff
to get done atwork andl try to bslance the stress level. I htow I can't do it oll.
ArIy priority in life is rny famil1,. " (nontraditional father, #6)
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"If I come home withwork, I'll bring the kids to grandmas, u,atch W or VCR, but
"find a wny to get it done. Balancing things out to try and get both done. I depend
on wark snd howe to be somewhat flexible. And communication with my spouse;
you gotta be organized. " (nontraditional father, #5)
"Occctsionally, I need to work resl late snd occasionally will miss something and
I think the kids hm,e to understand thst its hard, it's hard but it was something
important...but you know, work has those expectations and they hsve * right to."
(traditional father, #3)
"Whst I try to do atworkis I try to balance those expectations, but it's hardto
say fio to your Doss. I try to balsnce the workload because I can't hsve a project
due tomorrow everyday, it just doesn'twork. Ihere Gre some projects that are
expected to be done and Ifeel bsd. I'm sure my boss doesn'tfeel v€ty happy
about it. But my wfe realizes that too there is things I haye to get done. I
generally pick ofie, sometimes two, night a week where I'll work late until 7 or I
o'clock and try to get these projects done on those nights. So u,e W to balance it
and pick nights that don't confiict with other things so if we hm,e swim lessons ar
something going onwith the kids on certain nights then I'll sy,itch around to do




The discussion refers to the stage of qualitative analysis that Patton (1987) refers
to as interpretation. This interpretation involves "attaching meaning and significance to the
analysis, explaining patterns, and looking for relationships and linkages among descriptive
dimensions" (p. 144) The discussion pulls together the findings with literature and theory.
This chapter contains a discussion of research results, recommendations concerning future
research, implications for direct and policy level social work practice, and limitations.
Research Results
The themes that developed in the findings section provide "insight" (Rubin &
Babbie, 1997) toward answering the research questions. They also allow for a
consideration of the usefulness of identity theory in developing an understanding of the
experience of fatherhood today. First, in regard to the research question that asks if fathers
are experiencing role strain tryrng to fulfill both the providing and nurturing aspects of
fatherhood, it would seem that this is happening and yet the situation is more complex
than anticipated. Fathers seem to recognize a new style of fatherhood and mention that
trying to fuIfill expectations of providing and the contemporary expectation to nurture
(Rotundo, 1985) creates role strain. The location of this role strain, however, differs for
the traditional and nontraditional fathers. It would seem that fathers who provide "most"
or "all" family income experience more external role strain with spouses, and fathers who
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pror.ide "about half'of the fumily income experience more internal role strain and guilt
reactions.
The process that fathers use to mediate role strain are similar for both traditional
and nontraditional fathers. They tend to take each situation that causes conflict in a case-
by-case basis. They weigh the importance of performing behavior that reflects providing
or nurturing for each of the social actors in the situation. For example they weigh the
importance of a big project at work that may overshadow their desire to be with their
family or the one time significant event for their child that they determine they cannot
miss. Further, many of the fathers mentioned that the importance oftheir children as social
actors in a situation carries special weight and they find it more difficult to let them down
than their workplace. Overall, this pattern fits the identity theory notion of commitment
which views individuals weighing the commitments in each situation toward important
social actors and making a decision on behavior based on the strength and clarity of the
commitment (Ihinger-Tallman, Pasley, & BuehJer, 1993)
Recommendations
This study represented an initial understanding of fatherhood from an identity
theory perspective. As Marsiglio (1993) points out, it is important to ask fathers
themselves about their opinions on fatherhood as most studies on this group up to this
point have relied on mothers reports of father attitudes, paternal conduct and father-child
relationships. Future qualitative research might use a set interviewing schedule, which
might be combined with quantitative items to clarify some of the categories and patterns
that developed in the study. Further, a complete view of how providing and nurturing
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expectations are balanced by fhthers must include a consideration of culture, class, and age
of the fathers. Fathers in different types of family constellations? such as divorced, never
married, and single fathers, should also be studied to determine how patterns of
commitment toward providing or nurturing vary across situation. Longitudinal studies may
capture the shifting of role saliency and role commitment as the fathers experience major
life events such as birth, divorce, or career changes. This will also determine the usefulness
of the extension of identity theory to fatherhood in general.
Implications for So-c-ial Work Practice
Direct PrActice
Practitioner who wish to help fathers add nurturing behaviors to their fathering
roles may find it useful to begin a conversation around expanding what the father views
providing to encompass. This may help add meanings that fatherhood did not previously
have for providing. The practitioner needs to be aware that for many fathers there is a
struggle rvith the current demand not to appear to be an uninvolved, out-of -date father,
and, at the same time, contend with the continuing Modern Fatherhood idea that they are
the provider for their family
Practitioners may need to understand the diffFerent types of role strain that
traditional and nontraditional fathers may experience as they serve families. For example,
traditional fathers may need help with the strain caused by having more traditional ideas
about parenting then their partner. Hyde, Essex, and Horton (1993) found that many men
feel that they are expressing their family commitment at the time of birth by increasing
their effons to earn more money rather than increasing involvement in childcare. The
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spouses in this study have expectation of these fathers that go beyond this effort to
provide. Couple counseling around family roles and parenting expectation of each other
may be most appropriate. At the same time, nontraditional fathers may experience more
guilt over not living up to ideal fatherhood images they have for themselves. Kimmel
(1987) talks of this tension as between the "ambitious hreadwinner" and the
"compassionate father". LaRossa (1988) points out that although this internal tension
may ultimately be for the betterment of families, children, and mothers through creating
more nurturing fathers, this internal tension and guitt may not always be healthy, as it
hasn't been for mothers. Instead, both fathers and mothers can be seen as both victims and
benefactors of societal ideals. Direct practice with these fathers may entail helping create a
space where they might find comfort in developing skills to mediate the conflict of their
role.
Also, in this way, social service agencies may develop support groups for such
fathers and increase programming toward fathers in general aimed at creating a dialogue
and giving them the words they may need to express role strain. The shorter interviews in
this study, which averaged 43 minutes instead of the expected I hour, provide evidence
toward the fact that many fathers do not seem to have the words they may need to express
role strain. There does not seem to be the public dialogue for role expectations for fathers




Interestingly, this study of these fathers suggests that the workplace is not a major
source of strain today as it might have been in the past. Cohen, in 1987, made two
suggestions to open up opportunities for fathers to become more involved: (l) a more
flexibly structured workplace that would allow for involved fathers has become more of a
reality; (2) elimination of the wage gap between women and men making it economically
feasible for fathers to take on full time family roles is far from being met. The more
significant corcern may be the need for a fundamental paradigm shift gender roles in
general toward more egalitarian ideals of parenting. Fathers are still strongly influenced by
200 years of modern fatherhood and the providing model of fatherhood. Jordan (1990)
suggests policy changes in fathers being perceived as parents in their own right by
partners, co-workers, friends, and family of origin instead of simply being perceived as
helpers or providers. This may require some fundamental societal changes as fatherhood is
reconsidered.
Limitations
I. Researcher bias becomes a concern in qualitative research that relies on content
analysis. Rubin and Babbie (1997) warn of the provincialism that may shape the
conducting of the interviews and interpretation of data through the researchers theoretical
expectations. However, Patton (1987) recognizes that suhjectivity can not be avoided in
research and thus the analysis will always be biased by the researchers own Iife situations.
As a father who has striven to become a nurturing father to his children and create an
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egalitarian division of parenting roles I recognize that this may influence research
expectations.
2. Problems with the sample are related to its relative homogeneity. It consists entirely of
Caucasian fathers who are, nearly all, well educated. They are in primarily middle-class
families and have ages which are clustered in the late 20s and early 40's.
3. A limitation is the single nature of the hteniew. It does not allow for a consideration of
the representativeness of this single interview of the father's more enduring opinions. An
assumption perception of roles may change through time and setting is a key component
of identity theory. However, this study, being more of a single snapshot of the fathers,
does not allow for a study of identity process. It also does not allow for a consideration of
the general represetiveness of the father's answsrs from this particular interview.
4. A limitation is created in the type of sample used. Convenience sampling, although less
costly or time consuming, does not yield the same quality of information from a small
sample that a purposeful, strategic sample could provide (Patton, 1987). Further, its small
size of 7 subjects creates an additional limit on representativeness. Rubin and Babbie
(1997) point out that a convenience sample further limits generalizability to other settings
and populations outside of the study.
5. Fathers may have a limited ability to reflect on role conflict. This is reflected in the
relatively shorter interview length of 43 minutes. There does not exist the public discourse
on father role conflict as there is for mother role conflict. It is this public discourse that
gives the words for consideration ofthe possibility of role conflict. The interviewing
process itself assumes that fathers will have the ability to reflect on and respond to these
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issues. Without the words to name these things for themselves the depth of response may
be limited.
Summary
It has been emphasized that social work should be concerned about the conduct of
fathers for the sake of children. The concern has been that as mothers changed and fathers
did not it was the children who were caught in the middle. However, developmental needs
do not change. Children will always need nurturing, play, talking, supervision, and
learning, but "as mothers change and fathers don't, children are caught in the middle, or,
worse, left out in the cold" (Garbino, 1993, p 52) For this reason, the role of social work
can be the active re-shaping of father roles that better reflect the needs of children. A
suggestion that Levant (1992) forwards for addressing gender role socialization for men
will require the crediting for what is valuable about masculinity at the same time as helping
men change those things which are obsolete. Doherty (1991) suggests that practitioners
might "create an environment that fosters new forms of male nurturance while keeping the
best of the traditional forms" (p.31). Silverstein (1996) points out that women today
already are expected to perform both the role of provider and nurturer and "redefining
fathering to reflect a primary emphasis on nurturing and caretaking, as well as providing,
is the next necessary phase in the continuing feminist transformation of patriarchal culture
for the benefit of men as well as women" (p.4), This is also to the benefit of children.
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TO: Mr. Michael Hacker
FROM: Dr. Lucie Ferrell, IRB Chair
RE: Your Institutional Review Board Application
Thank you for your response to the outcome of review. You have met the conditions for
approval and may now begin your research: IRB approval number 99-09-3. Please use
this number on all offrcial documents and correspondence relative to your study.
Your research should prove both enlightening and valuable to the social work profession.
We wish you every success.
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I am a $aduate student at Augsburg College conducting
research on the multiple roles that fathers today are filling.
I am especially interested in how fathers negotiate these
expectations.
I am seeking fathers who will consent to a one hour
interview regarding aspects of being a father.
All information collected in the research will be kept
strictly confidential. Any identiffing feature will be
remoyed in the publication of reports. Your participation
will always be voluntary and you will always have the right
to refuse to answer any question or end the intervif,w.
If interested, please leave your nirme and phone number at
the voice mail (612) 330-1554 and I will contact you
about the possibility of your participation.
Thank you in advance for your consideration in
participating in this important and interesting research.
Michael Hacker
Principle Investigator






Nurturant and provider role saliency of fathers in traditional and nontraditional
families.
Yerbal Script
(l) Hello, my name is Michael Hacker, I am a graduate student in the department of Social
Work at Augsburg College, Minneapolis, MN. Thank you for responding to the bulletin
board notice requesting respondents for research on fathering roles.
(2) As you may have noticed on the bulletin board notice, the research is interested in a
father's experience of internal and external expectations to fulfill particular roles. This
study is also interested in how fathers negotiate any conflicting expectations of their role
as a father.
(3) If you decide to participate in this research, you will be asked to complete an interview
that will take approximately one hour. trn this interview I will be asking that you reflect on
your experiences as a father.
(a) The information in the interviews will be used to form the data for the publication of a
masters thesis. In the report all identifyrns features will be removed and your responses
will be grouped together with other responses. If there are any quotes from the interview,
it will not be possible to identify the source. The interview with you will be audio taped,
but that tape will be kept under lock and key, viewed only by myself as the principle
investigator, and destroyed at the end of the research.
(5) I want to make clear that you should not feel obliged to be in this study. You always
have the right to refuse to participate, and you can skip any question or end the interview
at any time. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your relationship
with Augsburg College.
(6) If you decide to consider participation, I will send you a consent form to review. I will
contact you in one week to verify that you still would like to participate. At that time we




Nurturant and provider role saliency of fathers in traditional and
nontraditional families
Consent Form
You are invited to be in a research study on fathers. You were selected as a possible
participant because you are married, between 20 and 50 years old, and have at least one
child between 2 and 10 years old. We ask that you read this form and ask any questions
you may have before agreeing to be in this study.
Background:
The purpose of this study is to explore the multiple roles that fathers today are fulfllling.
The study is interested in a father's own view of the expectations he has of himself and the
expectations of those close to him in as a father. Further, the research is interested in how
he balances these expectations. The focus of this study will be on 20 to 50 year old
married fathers with at least one child between the ages of 2 and l0 years old. The study is
being conducted by the researcher as part of his masters thesis in the department of Social
Work, Augsburg College, Minneapolis.
Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, we would ask you to complete an approximately one hour
interview. In addition, the interview will be audio taped to assist the researcher's analysis
of the information. The audio tape will be destroyed at the conclusion of the study.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
While there are no direct benefits to being a participant, an indirect benefit may be the
ability to express thoughts and feelings regarding your role as a father. The knowledge
gained may assist practitioners who work with fathers and families. It may also allow
policy makers to be sensitive to the real life circumstances of fathers today.
Completing the interview could bring to the surface a variety of thoughts and feelings.
Some of these may be troubling. In the event that you are in need of information or
referral, the Fathers' Resource Center is available at (612) 560-8656. You may also
contact, at your own cost, a mental health professional of your choice (self-pay, Health
Insurance, Medical Assistance, etc.).
Confidentiality:
Please be assured that your responses will remain completely confidential in this research.
Audio tapes and transcriptions will be kept private in a losked file cabinet accessible only
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to the researcher. In any report published, no information that would make it possible to
identify you would he included.
Audio tapes will he destroyed by June l, 1999. Transcripts of the audio tapes will be
destroyed by September 1, 1999.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Do not feel obliged to participate in this study unless you wish to do so voluntarily Your
decision whether to participate will not affect you relationship with Augsburg College. If
you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time. You may ask to skip or
not answer any of the questions in the interview and sti[l participate in the study.
Contacts and Questions:
Thank you for considering this research study. The researcher conducting this study is
Michael Hacker and you may direct questions to him at (612) 330-1554 an#or Dr. Curt
Paulson, his thesis advisor at Augsburg College, at (612) 330-1621.
If, after reading this consent form, you agree to participate, please leave a m€ssage at the
voice mail numher (612) 330-1554. I will contact you to schedule an interview. At the
interview I will review the consent form with you and collect one signed copy. You may
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fnteruiewing Guide
( l ) "What expectations do you experience in your role as a father?"
probe. .. expectations from yourselfl
probe. . . expectations from your spouse?
probe. .. expectations from your child/children?
probe. . . expectations from your workplace?
probe. .. expectations from your family of origin?
probe. " . general expectations in society/media?
(2) "How would you describe an expectation to be a provider to your family?"
(3) 'TIow would you describe an expectation to be a nurturer to your chil#children?"
"For the followtng questions I would like you to especially consider expectalions to be a
provider and a nurturer for your childtchildren. "
(4) 'Do any of the people/situations in your life give you mixed messages about your roles
as a father?"
probe.....each ofthe social actors listed in item #l
(5) "Do you experience different expectations of being a father from various sources? (i.e.
do two people or situations have conflicting expectations)
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(6) "Are there expectations of yourself as a father that you would like to fulfill but
cannot?"
probe....what or who blocks fulfilling these wishes?
probe. .. each of the social actors listed in #1
probe...nature of these blocks
(7) "Can you describe how this conflict feels"
probe...does the conflict feel internal or external?
probe...is the conflict greater in certain situations?
probe...is the conflict greater with certain individuals or groups?
(8) 'lMhen you sense conflicting expectations regarding a decision that is part of your
father role, what process do you use to resolve the conflict?"
probe...what are you thinking about when making a decision?
probe...what feeling do you have about the decision?
probe...are you satisfied with this decision?
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